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Abstract: this chapter examines the current state of comparative linguistics applied 
to the ten language families and isolates of Mesoamerica. the classification of the 
Mesoamerican languages is well established and the reconstruction of the proto-languages 
is advanced. Proposals of distant genetic relationship involving languages of Mesoamerica 
are evaluated. remaining tasks and some issues are identified and discussed together with 
recommendations for future research.
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Resumen: este artículo examina el estado actual de la lingüística Comparada aplicada a 
las diez familias lingüísticas y lenguas aisladas de Mesoamérica. la clasificación de las lenguas 
mesoamericanas está bien establecida y también está avanzada la reconstrucción de las proto-
lenguas. se evalúan algunas propuestas de relación genética distante que implican a lenguas 
de Mesoamérica. se establecen y discuten las tareas pendientes, junto con las recomendacio-
nes para futuras investigaciones.
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1. introduction
the goal of this chapter is to report on the current state of the comparative linguistics of 
M esoamerican language families and to make some recommendations for future research. the 
classification of the Mesoamerican languages is well established and the reconstruction of the 
respective proto-languages is advanced. in general, the historical linguistic research on Meso-
american languages has been of high quality, though naturally further advances are possible, 
and not all historical linguistic works written about these languages have been of value to the 
field.
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Mesoamerica is home to about 140 languages, classified into ten language families (includ-
ing three language isolates). the term “Mesoamerica” refers to a culture area defined by a 
number of cultural traits shared by the pre-Columbian cultures of the geographical region that 
extends from the Pánuco river in northern Mexico to the lempa river in el salvador, contin-
uing along the Pacific coast of Nicaragua and Costa rica. Mesoamerica is also a linguistic area, 
which coincides approximately with the territory of the Mesoamerican culture area, defined by 
shared linguistic traits among languages of the area (cf. Campbell, Kaufman, and smith-stark 
1986)1.
this paper reports the classifications of these languages and discusses aspects of the reconstruc-
tion of the respective proto-languages. the consensus classification and reconstructions presented 
here represents the culmination of investigations that extend over two centuries, and some high-
lights in this history are mentioned in connection with some of the families. the tasks that remain 
to be done in order to improve the subgrouping classification of these families and to reach more 
complete reconstructions are considered. Finally, hypotheses of distant genetic relationships which 
involve these languages are assessed2.
2. Classification
there is general agreement that Mesoamerica has seven established and mostly uncontro-
versial language families —Mayan, Mixe-zoquean, tequistlatecan, totonacan (totonac-te-
pehua), otomanguean, Uto-aztecan, and Xinkan— and three language isolates —Cuitlatec, 
Huave, and tarascan (Purépecha)3. in what follows, the subgrouping classification of these 
language families is presented, based on the criterion of shared innovations (the only reliable 
evidence of closer relationship; cf. Campbell 2013, 175-184), and a few examples involving 
their reconstruction are given. the subgrouping relationships are indicated by the degree of in-
dentation in the list of branches and language names. language group headings more to the 
left include as their members all the groups and languages under them that are more indented 
towards the right. Greater degree of indentation thus reflects hierarchically the degrees of relat-
edness in family trees.
2.1. Mayan
languages of the Mayan family are spoken in Guatemala, southern Mexico, Belize, and a small 
area in Honduras. the most widely accepted classification of the languages of the family is:
1 sometimes “Mesoamerica” is confused with “Mid-
dle america,” the region covering all of Mexico and 
Central america. this paper deals only with languages 
of Mesoamerica proper, though with occasional men-
tion of language neighboring Mesoamerica.
2 there are, of course, numerous other themes in 
Mesoamerican historical linguistics of significant inter-
est; for example, language contact and areal linguistics is 
a big one (see Campbell et al. 1986, law 2015). How-
ever, due to space limitations, his paper concentrates 
only on comparative linguistics and reconstruction, the 
theme of the volume.
3 Garífuna (formerly called Black Carib, an 
arawakan language, whose relatives are in south 
america) is a late arrival to Central america from the 
Caribbean. it does not share the linguistic traits of 
other Me soamerican languages and is not discussed 
further here.
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Mayan
Huastecan
Huastec, Chicomuceltec
Core Mayan
Yucatecan
Yucatec Maya, lacandón
itzáj, Mopán
Nuclear Mayan
Central Mayan
Cholan-tzeltalan
Cholan
Chol, Chontal
Choltí (extinct), Chortí
tzeltalan
tzeltal, tzotzil
Greater Q’anjobalan (Q’anjobalan-Chujean)
Q’anjobalan
Q’anjob’al, akateko, jakalteko
Motocintlec (with tuzantec)
Chuj-tojolabal
Chuj, tojolabal
K’ichean-Mamean (eastern Mayan)
K’ichean
Q’eqchi’
Uspanteko
Poqom
Poqomam, Poqomchi’
Central K’ichean
K’iche’
Kaqchikel, tz’utujil
sakapulteko
sipakapense
Mamean
Mam, teco (tektiteko)
awakateko, ixil
(Campbell in press, Campbell and Kaufman 1985).
relationships among Mayan languages have been recognized since early colonial times. several 
scholars of Mayan comparative linguistics utilized methods developed in the study of indo-euro-
pean languages at almost the same time that these methods were being developed. For example, 
Charles Felix Hyacinthe, le Comte de Charencey [1832-1916] (1870) used sound correspond-
ences to classify and subgroup the languages of Mesoamerica. Charencey’s 1872 and 1883 papers 
include several Mayan sound correspondences and sound changes. otto stoll [1849-1922] (1885) 
also presented a number of sound correspondences and associated sound changes among Mayan 
languages, saying:
“these changes follow regular phonetic laws and bear a strong affinity to the principle of 
“l autverschiebung” (Grimm’s law), long ago known as an agent of most extensive application in 
the morphology of the indo-Germanic languages.” [emphasis added, lC.] (stoll 1885, 257).
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stoll (1912-1913, 40) expounded further:
“when ... it concerns ... on which basis ... i proposed the diversification of the Mayan family ... 
the following can here be mentioned ... one of the most striking difference between the individual 
groups of Mayan languages is the regular sound shift from one group to the other [several exam-
ples of which are given]4”.
serious comparative syntactic study of Mayan languages was undertaken by eduard seler 
[1849-1922], the most renowned authority on Mesoamerican antiquities in his day, but trained 
in comparative linguistics. His dissertation on the historical morphology and syntax of Mayan lan-
guages at the University of leipzig, Das Konjugationssystem der Maya-Sprachen (seler 1887), was in 
the indo-europeanist mode of the time, but actually appeared before delbrück’s celebrated work 
on comparative indo-european syntax (delbrück 1888, 1893), which is held by many to be the 
foundation of historical syntax in the Neogrammarian tradition.
abraham M. Halpern (1942) presented the first real reconstruction of several Proto-
Mayan sounds, based on a set of sound correspondences. Norman McQuown (1955, 1956) 
is often credited as founder of modern Mayan comparative linguistics. several Proto-Mayan 
phonemes which McQuown postulated were eliminated in later refinements (see Kaufman 
1964, 1969, Kaufman and Norman 1984, Kaufman with justeson 2003, and Campbell 1977, 
89-90, 97-101, 1988, 6-12, in press). the classification and the picture of Proto-Mayan re-
construction given in Campbell and Kaufman (1985) still represents the consensus view, for 
the most part.
it is clear that the Huastecan branch was the first to separate from the rest of the family. 
Next, Yucatecan branched off, and then later the remaining Core Mayan separated into dis-
tinct branches. the subgroups (subfamilies) Huastecan, Yucatecan, Ch’olan-tzeltalan, Greater 
Q’anjob’alan, and eastern Mayan (Mamean-K’ichean) are clear and for the most part uncontro-
versial. it is generally believed that Ch’olan-tzeltalan and Greater Q’anjob’alan belong together 
in a single higher order branch, though the evidence for this is not entirely certain. opinions have 
differed about whether tojolabal belongs to Greater Q’anjob’alan or to Ch’olan-tzeltalan (see 
law 2014 for a survey of opinions).
several Mayan languages have extensive attestations beginning shortly after earliest span-
ish contact, written in the indigenous languages using spanish orthography. these include dic-
tionaries and grammars, as well as abundant religious texts, land claims, native histories, etc. 
Mayan hieroglyphic writing provides very early attestations reflecting Cholan, and later also 
Yucatecan.
the inventory of reconstructed Proto-Mayan phonemes is seen in Chart 1 (see Campbell in 
press).
4 wenn es sich ... darum handelt ... auf deren Grund 
ich ... die zerfällung der Maya-sprachfamilie ... so kann 
hier ... folgendes erwähnt werden: ... einer augenfälligs-
ten Unterschiede zwischen den einzelnen Gruppen der 
Maya-sprachen ist die gesetzmässige Lautverschiebung 
von einer Gruppe zur andern. [emphasis mine, lC.] 
(stoll 1912-13, 40).
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p t t ̣ ts č k q Ɂ
ɓ t’ t ̣’ ts’ č’ k’ q’
l
r
m n ŋ
s š χ
w y h
i e a o u
V: (vowel length)
Chart 1. Proto-Mayan phonemes
Campbell (in press) presents arguments for replacing the conventionally reconstructed velar *x 
with uvular *χ, *t with *t.  (also *t’ with *t.’ ), and *t y with *t (also *t y’ with *t’).
the following few examples give an idea of the reconstructions, sound changes, and in particu-
lar, the shared innovations that help define some of the subgroups. languages of the Mamean sub-
family share:
Proto-Mayan *r > t
Proto-Mayan *t. > č; * t.’ > č’
Proto-Mayan *č > č. ; *č’ > č. ’ (retroflex).
languages of the K’ichean-Mamean (eastern Mayan) subgroup share:
Proto-Mayan *ŋ > x.
Proto-Mayan *t > affricate (ts in Mamean, č in K’ichean).
Proto-Mayan morphosyntax and the grammatical changes in the various languages are not 
well known; nevertheless, the study of Mayan historical syntax is considerably in advance of that 
of most other language families in the americas and of most other language families, too, for that 
matter. these studies include, for example, england (1991) on word order, Kaufman and Nor-
man (1984) with Ch’olan morphology, Mora-Marín (2003) on reconstruction of applicative and 
antidative constructions, Norman (1978) on “instrumental voice,” Norman and Campbell (1978) 
about Proto-Mayan syntax generally, robertson (1992) on tense/aspect/mood/voice in verbs, and 
especially Kaufman’s (2002) detailed treatment of Mayan morphosyntax. these studies reveal that 
Proto-Mayan was an ergative language, with associated antipassive constructions. the subjects 
of intransitive verbs and the objects of transitive verbs were marked in the same way, both bear-
ing absolutive cross-referencing markers, distinct from the marking of subjects of transitive verbs, 
which bore ergative markers. it is argued that Proto-Mayan had Vos (Verb-object-subject) basic 
word order when the subject was higher than the object on the “animacy” hierarchy (where ‘hu-
man’ is highest, ‘animate’ next highest, and ‘inanimate’ lowest), but had Vso word order when 
subject and object were equal in animacy. (see Kaufman 2002).
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2.2. Mixe-Zoquean
Mixe-zoquean
Mixean
oaxaca Mixean
North Highland Mixe (totontepec)
south Highland Mixe
zempoaltepetl (tlahuitoltepec, ayutla, tamazulapan)
Non-zempoaltepetl
North Midland Mixe
south Midland Mixe (juquila, Cacalotepec)
lowland Mixe
tapachultec (extinct)
sayula Popoluca
oluta Popoluca
zoquean
Gulf zoquean
texistepec zoque
ayapa
soteapan zoque (sierra Popoluca)
Chimalapa (oaxaca) zoquean
santa María Chimalapa zoque
san Miguel Chimalapa zoque
Chiapas zoquean
North zoque (Magdalena/Francisco león)
Northeast zoque
Ne zoque a. (tapalapa, ocotepec, Pantepec, rayón)
Ne zoque B. (Chapultenango, oxolotán)
Central zoque (Copainalá, tecpatán, ostuacán)
south zoque (tuxtla Gutiérrez, ocozocuautla)
(see wichman 1995, justeson and Kaufman 1993, 1704).
Proto-Mixe-zoquean had the following phonemes: /p, t, ts, k, ʔ, s, m, n, w, y, h; i, e, a, ɨ, o, 
u /. the olmec civilization appears to have been borne, at least in part, by speakers of Mixe-zo-
quean (Campbell and Kaufman 1976). the epi-olmec writing system represents an early form of 
zoquean (justeson and Kaufman 1993, Kaufman and justeson 2008).
2.3. Otomanguean
otomanguean
western otomanguean
oto-Pame-Chinantecan
oto-pamean
southern oto-pamean
otomí-Mazahua
otomí
Northeastern otomí
Northwestern otomí
western otomí
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tlapa otomí
eastern ixtenco otomí
jalisco otomí (?)
Mazahua
Matlazinca-ocuiltec
Matlazinca
ocuiltec
Northern oto-pamean
Pamean
Northern Pame
Central Pame
southern Pame
Chichimeco jonaz
Chinantecan
Chiltepec
lalana
ojitlán
Palantla
Quiotepec
Usila
tlapanec-Manguean
tlapanec-subtiaba
tlapanec
azoyú tlapanec
Malinaltepec tlapanec
subtiaba (extinct)
Manguean
Chiapaneco (extinct)
Mangue (extinct)
eastern otomanguean
Popolocan-zapotecan
Popolocan
Mazatec complex
Huautla-Mazatlán Mazatec
ayautla-soyaltepec Mazatec
jalapa Mazatec
Chiquihuitlán Mazatec
Chochoan
ixcatec
Chocho-Popolocan
Chocho
tlacotepec Popoloca
otlaltepec Popoloca
Metzontla-atzingo Popoloca
zapotecan
Chatino
zenzontepec Chatino
tataltepec-Panixtlahuaca Chatino
Yaitepec Chatino
zapotec complex
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lachixío
Papabuco
southern zapotec
Cuixtla
Coatlán-loxicha
Northern-Central zapotec group
Central zapotec
Cordova’s zapotec (extinct)
Chichicapan
Mitla
isthmus
Northern zapotec
ixtlán/juárez
rincón zapotec
Villa alta/Cajonos zapotec
Choapan zapotec
amuzgo-Mixtecan
amuzgo
Guerrero amuzgo
oaxaca amuzgo
Mixtecan
Mixtec complex
Northern Mixtec, Central Mixtec, southern Mixtec
Cuicatec
trique
san juan Copala trique
san Martín itunyoso trique
san andrés-santo domingo Chicahuaxstla trique
(see Campbell 1997, Kaufman 2006).
relationships among otomanguean languages were discovered over time. For example, Hervás 
y Panduro (1800-1805) correctly recognized the relationship among otomí, Mazahua, and Chi-
chi mec. By the late 1960s the relatedness of most of the otomanguean languages to one another 
had been established (see rensch 1976), and finally tlapanec-subtiaba was definitively demon-
strated to belong to otomanguean (rensch 1977, suárez 1986). Previously tlapanec and subtiaba 
had generally been considered to be part of the large but now mostly abandoned Hokan hypoth-
esis (sapir 1925). General agreement on the precise number of languages in the zapotec Complex 
and the Mixtec Complex has been difficult to reach (see the Catalogue of Endangered Languages, at 
www.endangeredlanguages.com, for the most accurate classification of the languages in the zapo-
tec and Mixtec complexes).
some otomangueanists believe that otomanguean reconstruction is so advanced as to rival 
that of indo-european (see, for example, longacre 1968, 333), though this view is not widely 
shared.
2.4. Uto-Aztecan
Uto-aztecan languages extend from oregon to Costa rica. only the aztecan (Nahuan) branch 
is located squarely inside of Mesoamerica. Cora and Huichol were influenced by Mesoameri-
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can languages and have some Mesoamerican traits. the other Uto-aztecan languages lie outside 
Mesoamerica, though the members of the southern Uto-aztecan branch are mostly in northern 
M exico.
Uto-aztecan
Northern Uto-aztecan
Numic
western Numic
Northern Paiute (Paviotos-Bannock-snake)
Monache (Mono)
Central Numic
shoshone-Goshiute, Panamint; Comanche
southern Numic
southern Paiute, Ute, Chemehuevi, Kawaiisu
tübatulabal
takic
serrano; Kitanemuk
Cahuilla; Cupeño
luiseño-juaneño
Gabrielino-Fernandeño
Hopi
southern Uto-aztecan
Piman
Pima-Papago (o’odham)
Pima Bajo
Northern tepehuan, southern tepehuan
tepecano
taracahitic
tarahumaran
tarahumara, Guarijío
tubar
Cahitan
Yaqui, Mayo, Cahita
opatan
Ópata, eudeve
Corachol-aztecan
Cora-Huichol
Cora, Huichol
aztecan (Nahuan)
Pochutec (extinct)
Core Nahua
Nahuatl, Pipil (Nahuate, Nawat)
(Cf. Campbell 1997, 134-138).
in addition to these languages, there is a long list of names identified in colonial sources which 
are generally thought to represent extinct Uto-aztecan languages. No information has survived on 
most of these and it is not certain whether they represent independent languages or just alterna-
tive names of languages already known by another name (see Harvey 1972, sauer 1934, Campbell 
1997, 133-135).
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daniel G. Brinton coined the name Uto-aztecan and combined the three branches, aztecan, 
sonoran, and shoshonean, in this family (cf. Brinton 1891). john wesley Powell (1966 [1891], 
216) had rejected this classification in his extremely influential classification of North american 
languages, but it was later fully confirmed by edward sapir (1913-1919 [1915]) in his important 
work that demonstrated that the comparative method and the regularity of sound change also hold 
for unwritten, “exotic” languages, not just for languages similar to indo-european, as some had 
thought.
the reconstructed phonemes of Proto-Uto-aztecan are: /p, t, ts, k, kw, ʔ, s, h, m, n, ŋ, w, y, i, 
a, ɨ, o, u/, with contrastive vowel length.
there is general agreement on the eight major branches of Uto-aztecan: Numic, takic, tu-
batulabal, Hopi, Piman, taracahitic, Cora-Huichol, and aztecan (Nahua). the higher order 
southern Uto-aztecan branch is well-established, though not all scholars have embraced it, and 
some doubt whether the northern languages can be united into the single Northern Uto-aztecan 
branch, though there is supportive evidence. the evidence for grouping Cora-Huichol and az-
tecan (Nahua) together in a single subgroup is compelling (see Campbell and langacker 1978), 
though some scholars continue to list them as separate branches in the family. Proto-Cora-Hui-
chol and Proto-aztecan share among others the innovations from Proto-Uto-aztecan:
*u > *ɨ
*h > *Ø
*w > *h before *o
*p > *h word-initially (later this *h- > Ø in aztecan).
this is conclusive evidence that Cora-Huichol and aztecan belong together as a subgroup.
Most Uto-aztecanists hold that the Proto-Uto-aztecan speakers were hunter-gatherers whose 
homeland was in the southwestern Us-northeastern Mexico border area. jane Hill in several pub-
lications (see for example 2001, 2002) argues instead that Proto-Uto-aztecans were maize cultiva-
tors, with their homeland in the south, associated with Mesoamerican maize agriculture –a view 
influenced by the farming/language dispersal hypothesis that sees agriculture as the driving force 
behind the dispersal of most language families (Bellwood 1997, renfrew 1994, 2000; see Camp-
bell and Poser 2008, 337-350 for a critique). there are serious problems with Hill’s interpretation.
Most reconstructed Proto-Uto-aztecan plant and animal terms are consistent with either a 
southern or the traditional northern homeland hypothesis; however, the center of gravity model 
of linguistic diversification (also called linguistic migration theory), based on minimum moves and 
maximum diversification, supports the traditional northern homeland. a southern homeland view 
has difficulty explaining the distribution of the languages, with less diversification in the south and 
more in the north. similarly, aztecan (Nahua), the only branch of Uto-aztecan situated squarely 
in Mesoamerica, shows every sign of late entry into Mesoamerica, after breaking away from its 
Uto-aztecan relatives. aztecan acquired several Mesoamerican structural traits and underwent 
changes which make it more like its Mesoamerican neighbors but that set it off from other Uto-
aztecan languages (e.g. shift to Vso word order, shift of postpositions to relational nouns, etc.) 
(cf. Campbell, Kaufman and smith-stark 1986). also, aztecan borrowed much vocabulary that 
matches the ecology and cultural traits diagnostic of the Mesoamerican culture area, but is not re-
flective of the drier areas to the north. these are not the earmarks of a language in its homeland 
whose sisters departed towards the north.
in Hill’s view, most of the northern Uto-aztecan languages except Hopi lost agriculture, with 
the result that the argument for Proto-Uto-aztecan agriculture rests very heavily on evidence from 
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Hopi alone. Hill’s principal evidence depends on nine putative Uto-aztecan cognate sets, where 
the assumed maize associations are limited primarily to Hopi and southern Uto-aztecan lan-
guages. these comparisons are problematic in several ways. some of these words have been as-
sumed to be borrowings; for others, the semantic differences among the forms compared are so 
wide as to cast doubt on them being cognates, and several involve exceptions to Uto-aztecan 
sound correspondences. Most require an assumption of considerable semantic shift, and in partic-
ular, for most a shift from an earlier non-agricultural meaning to later expanded meanings with as-
sociations with maize is more plausible. (see Campbell and Poser 2008, 347-350 for more detail 
of the problems with these sets).
in short the evidence Hill presented is very limited, only nine lexical comparison sets, and all of 
these have difficulties which either challenge cognacy or disfavor the interpretation that the origi-
nal sense involved agriculture. Hill’s cases appear to be better interpreted as semantic shifts from 
plants whose original meaning had no agricultural content to later senses involving cultivation, 
and not vice versa.
2.5. Totonacan
totonacan
totonac branch
Misantla totonac
Coatepec totonac
zapotitlán totonac
Xicotepec totonac
Papantla totonac
tepehua (with the varieties, sometimes considered separate languages:
tlachichilco, Huehuetla, and Pisaflores)
(see MacKay and trechsel 2014).
2.6. Tequistlatecan (Chontal of Oaxaca)
tequistlatecan
Huamelultec (lowland Chontal)
Highland Chontal
tequistlatec proper
tequistlatean has been reconstructed with the phonemes: /p, t, ts, k, ʔ, b, d, g, f’, tl’, ts’, k’, ɬ, 
s, h, l, m, n, w, y, w, N, i, e, a, o, u/. the sounds w and N are voiceless and can perhaps be an-
alysed as clusters of hw and hn, respectively, instead of as separate phonemes. (see turner 1969, 
waterhouse 1969, Campbell 1997, 160).
tequistlatecan had formerly been associated with the controversial and now mostly abandoned 
Hokan hypothesis.
2.7. Xinkan
Xinkan is a small family of four languages formerly spoken in southeastern Guatemala. they 
are not especially closely related, differing from one another on the order of Germanic languages. 
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only one or two semi-speakers of Guazacapán and one of jumaytepeque remain; the other two 
languages are extinct.
Xinkan
Guazacapán (west Xinkan)
Chiquimulilla (south Xinkan) (extinct)
Northeast Xinka
jumaytepeque (North Xinkan)
Yupiltepeque (east Xinkan) (includes jutiapa, Yupiltepeque) (extinct)
(see rogers 2016).
the Proto-Xinkan phoneme inventory is seen in Chart 2.
p t č k ʔ
p’ t’ č’ k’
ts’
s š ̣ h
m n
m’ n’
ł
l’
r
r’
w y
w’ y’
i ɨ u i: ɨ: u:
e o e: o:
a a:
Chart 2. Proto-Xinkan phoneme inventory (Rogers 2016, 193)
Notably, Xinkan languages all have glottalized resonants as well as glottalized (ejective) stops 
and affricates, and a voiceless “l” (symbolized here as /ł/).
Xinkan with lencan were often assumed to be related to one another, but the evidence does 
not support this, and the hypothesis has been abandoned (Campbell 1997, 325).
Xinkan provides an exception to the claims of the farming/language dispersal model (men-
tioned above). it sees farming dispersals, the expansion of populations of farmers, as responsible 
for the distribution of the languages of many of the world’s language families, with farmers push-
ing out or assimilating their non-farming neighbors and their languages (Bellwood 1997, renfrew 
1994, 2000). However, nearly all Xinkan terms for cultigens are borrowed from Mayan languages 
(cf. Campbell 1972), showing that Xinkan speakers acquired agriculture from Mayan neighbors, 
but maintained their identity and language in face of the Mayan agriculturalists, not being swal-
lowed up by their large agriculturalist neighbors as predicted by the model.
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2.8. Tarascan (Purépecha)
though tarascan is a language isolate, it has several different dialects. Paul Friedrich (1971) 
applied the comparative method to these dialects to arrive at a reconstruction of an earlier stage of 
tarascan –a very valuable procedure for obtaining historical information about language isolates 
(applied also to Huave, see below).
there have been a few attempts, all unsuccessful, to demonstrate a linguistic kinship be-
tween tarascan and other languages. For example, swadesh (1966) proposed a relationship be-
tween Mayan and tarascan, supposedly based on a number of proposed cognates, all flawed from 
the point of view of standard criteria for establishing genetic relationships among languages (see 
Campbell and Poser 2008; see Campbell 1997, 224-226 for evaluation of these data). swadesh 
(1967) also proposed a tarascan-Quechua connection, again based on very limited evidence ex-
hibiting methodological flaws in the extreme (Campbell 1997, 325-326). Greenberg (1987, 106-
107) included tarascan as a member of his putative Chibchan-Paezan phylum (a putative division 
of his grand “amerind” macro-family) (see below), which also included other groups scattered 
from Florida to south america, e.g. timucua, Cuitlatec, lencan, Xinkan, and warrau (warao). 
Very little evidence was presented for the grouping and it has numerous methodological shortcom-
ings (see Campbell 1997, 176).
2.9. Cuitlatec
Very little is known about the history of the language isolate Cuitlatec (see Heaton in press). 
there have been a number proposals attempting to link it to other language families. walter 
l ehmann (1920) thought that Cuitlatec and tlapanec belonged to a “Californian group,” which 
he believed also contained a number of other languages, but he provided no significant evidence. 
weitlaner (1939) considered possible similarities with otomían languages. lemley (1949) re-
peated the notion that Cuitlatec and tlapanec might be related. Hendrichs Pérez (1947, 137-139) 
proposed that Cuitlatec might be related to Mayan. there is scarcely any evidence for any of these 
hypotheses.
the only real comparative work on Cuitlatec is by arana osnaya (1958). she attempted some 
reconstructions based on conventional kinds of evidence, with observations about possible sound 
changes, cautioning that the results were preliminary. she compared Cuitlatec lexicostatistically to 
several languages of the americas; her results indicated that Cuitlatec is not closely related to any 
of the languages she considered, though she speculated that it might be related to Nahuatl and 
Paya at a time depth of 5,500 years based on 18 or 19 assumed cognates (really just lookalikes) 
from the 100-word list (arana osnaya 1958, 563). this result has generally not been considered 
reliable. (For a critique of these claims, see Heaton in press).
2.10. Huave
Huave is another language isolate, with four principal dialects, spoken in oaxaca, Mexico. a 
number of proposals have tried to relate Huave to other languages, but none has proven well-
founded. they include proposed kinship with Mixe-zoquean, Mexican Penutian, otomanguean, 
algonquian, ‘Gulf’ languages, and Uralic. (see Campbell 1997 for evaluation of these unsupported 
proposals.)
suárez (1975) applied internal reconstruction and the comparative method to the four main 
Huave dialects and reconstructed Proto-Huave. His reconstruction has a series of plain stops and 
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pre-nasalized stops, contrastive vowel length (only in penultimate syllables), and tone. this appli-
cation of the comparative method to the dialects, along with internal reconstruction, is another 
significant example, along with Friedrich’s (1971) of tarascan, of what can be done to increase 
understanding of the history of language isolates, important since it is often claimed that language 
isolates have no history (see Campbell 2011).
3. tasks for the future
the classification and basic phonological reconstruction of these language families are well-
established, but much remains to be done to advance the historical linguistic study of these lan-
guages. these tasks include the following.
1. the reconstructed phonology and the sound changes that languages have undergone are 
generally well understood, especially in the larger families; nevertheless, refinements in pho-
nological reconstruction are possible and are needed. as is well understood, the exact clas-
sification rests on and requires a valid reconstruction. the reconstruction of the phonolo-
gy and a large part of the lexicon of the largest families, Proto-Mayan, Proto-Uto-aztecan, 
Proto-Mixe-zoquean, and Proto-otomanguean, is in an advanced stage, but these can be 
refined (see Campbell in press for some proposed refinements involving Mayan). there are 
still some disagreements about some reconstructions involving some of these language fami-
lies, and this invites us to try to harder to resolve them.
2. etymological dictionaries are needed for the language families of Mesoamerica. Much in-
formation on the reconstructed vocabulary of Proto-Mayan (Kaufman with justeson 2003), 
Proto-Mixe-zoquean (wichmann 1995), and Proto-Uto-aztecan (stubbs 2011) is availa-
ble, but the need to prepare and publish more etymological dictionaries for these families is 
one of the most important tasks that confront us.
3. another urgent task is to distinguish what is inherited in these languages from what is bor-
rowing or due to language contact. For example, to address the problem of possible further 
genetic relationships it is necessary to separate what is inherited from what has entered the 
language by borrowing or areal diffusion. (see law 2014).
4. the historical morphology and syntax of these languages must be investigated. we have 
scattered studies, for example those mentioned above involving Mayan languages, but they 
are few.
4. distant genetic relationships?
there are a considerable number of proposals of distant genetic relationships involving lan-
guages of Mesoamerica, though the evidence for most of these hypotheses is unconvincing (for 
critical evaluation of most, see Campbell 1997, 260-329). Nevertheless, it is possible that there 
may be as yet undiscovered genetic relationships which link some of language families and isolates 
with others in larger families which perhaps could be established if we set our minds to gathering 
and examining the evidence carefully, using appropriate methods. as seen above, numerous pro-
posals attempt to group the language isolates of Mesoamerica with other languages. it seems that 
some take the existence of a language isolate, a language not classified as part of a larger family, as 
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a challenge to try to establish a broader genetic affiliation for it. we need to examine the evidence 
for these hypotheses of distant genetic relationship —those involving isolates and those involving 
the other language families— carefully to eliminate the unsubstantiated ones and to encourage fur-
ther research on any that prove promising.
4.1. More promising hypotheses of remote linguistic relationship
Nearly all of the proposals for remote kinship involving Mesoamerican languages are too weak 
to deserve much attention. only two are promising.
Mayan-MixeZoquean. this hypothesis would join the Mayan and Mixe-zoquean families into 
a single larger family. some of the evidence that has been presented is less convincing (see, for ex-
ample, Brown and witkowski 1979), although the evidence and arguments presented by david 
Mora-Marín (2016) for this hypothesis are very encouraging. this case is made more difficult by 
the fact that after long centuries of mutual influence between these two neighboring families, it is 
sometimes not possible to distinguish between shared similarities that may be inherited (real cog-
nates) and those that may be due to diffusion, borrowing.
Mora-Marín’s (2016) recent investigation, utilizing careful methods, makes this proposal of ge-
netic relatedness much more plausible. attempts to find other remote relatives of Mayan will no 
doubt continue. it is impossible to anticipate how successful they may be, but it is unlikely that 
striking breakthroughs are in store, and proposals that do not follow careful, appropriate methods 
will certainly not hold up to scrutiny.
Tequistlatecan-Jicaquean. there is some suggestive evidence that the two small language fami-
lies tequistlatecan and jicaquean (in Honduras) may be related. the case is sufficient to warrant 
more research, but the evidence that has been presented is very limited and the hypothesis is not 
as promising as the Mayan-Mixezoquean one (see Campbell 1979, 966-967, Campbell and ol-
trogge 1980).
4.2. Rejected proposals
Most proposals for remote affinity involving Mesoamerican languages have been examined in 
detail, have not yielded positive results, and therefore have been rejected (see Campbell 1997, 260-
329). these include the following.
Macro-Mayan. although Mayan-Mixezoquean merits further investigation, the broader Macro- 
Mayan hypothesis is doubtful. it includes Mayan, Mixe-zoquean, totonacan, and in some ver-
sions also Huave. the suggested connection with Huave is doubtful in the extreme. a possible to-
tonacan connection with either Mayan or Mixe-zoquean is plausible, and proposals have favored 
both, although the evidence presented so far is unconvincing, violating standard methodological 
proocedures (see McQuown 1942, Brown et al. 2011; cf. Campbell 1997, 333-334).
Aztec-Tanoan. this proposes a relationship between the Kiowa-tanoan and Uto-aztecan fami-
lies. today it is thoroughly abandoned. see Campbell (1997, 269-273) for a detailed critique.
Mexican Penutian. to the now mostly abandoned Penutian hypothesis, which originally joined 
five language families of California, sapir (1929) added a group he called “Mexican Penutian” which 
included Mixe-zoquean and Huave, to which others later added Mayan, totonacan, and Uto-azte-
can. No specialist today accepts any version of Mexican Penutian. (see Campbell 1997, 320).
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Maya-Chipaya(-yunga). olson (1964, 1965) published similarities arguing for a genetic rela-
tionship between Mayan and Chipaya-Uru of Bolivia, but the data suffer from numerous meth-
odological problems and the hypothesized relationship has been abandoned. stark (1972) added 
Yunga to the proposed Maya-Chipaya, but her evidence was even weaker than that for Maya-Chi-
paya. (see Campbell 1997, 324).
Tarascan-Quechua. as mentined above, swadesh’s (1967, 92-93) evidence for his proposed 
tarascan-Quechua genetic relationship is extremely weak and it has never been accepted by lin-
guists working with these languages. swadesh’s (1966) proposed Tarascan-Mayan relationship has 
similarly been rejected (details above).
Amerind. joseph Greenberg’s (1987) amerind hypothesis —which proposed that all Native 
american languages, except the “Na-dene” and eskimo-aleut groupings, belong to a single macro-
family— also makes claims about language families in Mesoamerica. this proposal has been rejected 
by almost all specialists in Native american languages. they find that valid methods do not permit 
reduction of Native american languages to fewer than about 180 independent language families (in-
cluding isolates). amerind has been heavily criticized. there are many errors in Greenberg’s data. 
where Greenberg stops —after assembling superficial similarities and declaring them due to com-
mon ancestry— is where other linguists begin. similarities can be due to chance, borrowing, onomat-
opoeia, sound symbolism, nursery words [the mama, papa, nana, dada, caca sort], misanalysis, etc. 
Greenberg, however, made no attempt to eliminate these other explanations, and the similarities he 
amassed appear to be due mostly to accident and a combination of these other factors. (see Campbell 
and Poser 2008 for details.) in short, it is with good reason that amerind has been rejected.
4.3. Uncertain proposals
some of the proposals of distant genetic relationship are doubtful, but nevertheless still have 
some adherents among reasonable scholars. these proposals do not appear promising, but still de-
serve further study.
The Hokan hypothesis. the Hokan hypothesis originally proposed a relationship between several 
languages and language families of California, but soon many languages were added to “Hokan,” 
including tequistlatecan and tlapanec-subtiaba in Mesoamerica and seri in northern Mexico 
(see, for example, sapir 1920, 1925). today there is no doubt that tlapanec-subtiaba belongs to 
the otomanguean family (see above). For assessment of Hokan and various of the associated pro-
posals, see Campbell 1997, 290-305. Most specialists in putative “Hokan” languages doubt the 
valitity of the Hokan hypothesis.
Otomanguean-Huave. though some have favored the idea that Huave is possibly related to 
otomanguean (as mentioned above), the evidence is not sufficient to support the claim (see 
Campbell 1997, 324).
Subdivissions of Amerind. as is well known, joseph H. Greenberg’s (1987) amerind hypothesis 
of a genetic affinity among almost all languages of the americas (except eskimo-aleut and “Na-
dene”) has been rejected by almost all historical linguists and specialists in languages of the amer-
icas. However, Greenberg’s amerind encompasses within it a number of proposed subordinate 
groupings, and it is conceivable that some of these could merit more consideration, despite amer-
ind itself being rejected. the subdivisions of Greenberg’s amerind that involve languages in Mes-
oamerica are the following –these groups have other putative members not found in Mesoamerica, 
not listed here except for a couple given in parentheses:
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Chibchan-Paezan
tarascan
Cuitlatec
Xinca[n]
(lenca[n])
Central amerind
(Kiowa-tanoan)
Uto-aztecan
otomanguean
Hokan
subtiaba-tlapanec
tequistlatecan
(seri)
(Maratino)
(tonkawa)
(many others)
Penutian
Huave
Mayan
Mixe-zoquean
totonaco-tepehua (totonacan)
(plus many others from the north)
No one today supports a Central amerind nor a Chibchan-Paezan grouping with these mem-
bers; Hokan has extremely few supporters, and not even the few supporters of Penutian support it 
having any of these Mesoamerican languages in its membership.
4.4. A recent proposal as an example
the recent proposal of a distant genetic relationship is that of Brown et al. (2014), proposing to 
group Chitimacha, a language isolate of louisiana, with the proposed but unfounded “totozoquean” 
hypothesis (see Brown et al. 2011), which would group totonacan and Mixe-zoquean together.
there is not space here to present a detailed assessment of the data presented in favor of this 
hypothesis, but it is possible to give an overview of the kinds of problems involved which make 
this hypothesis non-viable. Nearly all of the 91 sets of lexical comparisons they present as possible 
cognates suffer from serious methodological shortcomings involving standard criteria (see Camp-
bell and Poser 2008 for details about these criteria), summarized in what follows.
1. 26 sets involve compared forms that are not equivalent semantically, as in their example 7, 
which compares forms in Chitimacha meaning ‘shoot, stem’ with Mixe-zoquen ‘cornfield’ 
(no matching in totonacan).
2. 21 sets compare short forms, composed of a single consonant and vowel. these could be 
true cognates, but they are so short that their similarity with forms in other languages could 
also easily be due just to chance. their example 43 illustrates this problem: Chitimacha 
pe(h): ‘auxiliary verb of horizontal position’: totonacan *pa ‘to be lying (second person)’ 
(no Proto-Mixe-zoquean matching).
3. ten sets involve comparisons that are onomatopoeic and expressive/symbolic, for example, 
their 82. ‘to cry, yell’, and 88. ‘musical horn’ / ‘blowgun’, etc. (No totonacan matching).
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4. 15 sets involve loans or possible loans. several of the examples involve words that others 
have identified in the literature as loans; others have the cultural content of words that of-
ten are borrowed. For example, their example 6 ‘pumpkin’ is widely borrowed from Mixe-
zoquean into other languages (see Campbell and Kaufman 1976; see below for additional 
problems with this example.)
5. 59 sets involve proposed Chitimacha cognates with only one of the other two families involved, 
either only with Mixe-zoquean or only with totonacan, but not in both.
6. three sets involve irregular sound correspondences. For example, their 68. gives Proto-
Mixe-zoquean *təm ‘fruit’, but by their rules of sound correspondences *tən is expected.
7. 22 sets involved words with unexplained sounds (that compare only some of the sounds 
of the words compared, but not the whole word), or involve sounds that are missing or do 
not correspond to the sounds of the compared languages. as seen above, their set 6. illus-
trates this problem, where only the boldfaced parts are compared: Chitimacha čiska ‘squash’ 
(‘pumpkin’) / Proto-Mixe-zoquean *tsiʔwa ‘pumpkin’ (squash). it involves only the com-
parison of a CV syllable, with no account for the rest of the sounds in the words in these 
languages (the ska of Chitimacha and the ʔwa of Proto-Mixe-zoquean). it also lacks a pro-
posed cognate in totonacan.
8. twelve of the alleged sound correspondences lack sufficient examples among the proposed 
cognates to demonstrate that they recur with regularity, that the sounds actually do corre-
spond. of the 26 sound correspondences involving vowels given in the paper, one corre-
spondence rests on but a single proposed cognate set (example 27) – to be considered a reg-
ular correspondence, it must be found repeated in other proposed cognates. eight cases of 
proposed correspondences rest on only two putative cognate sets each.
in short, nearly all the data presented in support of this hypothesis are challenged for not mea-
suring up when it comes to application of standard methods. the hypothesis as it stands cannot be 
accepted. Most of the other proposals of distant genetic relationship suffer from similar method-
ological problems involving the forms presented as evidence, though several of the proposals are 
far weaker even than this one.
5. Conclusions
Mesoamerican linguists can be justifiably proud of the successes in the comparative linguistic 
study of the languages of this area. there is much that remains to be done, many opportunities for 
continued work, and there is still very ample room for the application of the traditional techniques, 
especially the comparative method, where we can expect continued discoveries and refinements.
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